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Edwards
Planning
To Leave
Harry Edwards will not be back
next year.
The instructor in sociology plans
to complete his Ph.D. at Cornell
University in New York "if I live
through the summer."
Edwards said the political atmosphere at SJS is not conducive
to his receiving tenure, but that is
only one of several reasons for
leaving. "If I were fired tomorrow,
it wouldn’t make any difference.
Here, I am supposed to be quiet.
I don’t have the job, the job has
He has been offered positions in
other California state colleges and
in the university, hut he says he
doesn’t want to teach at a predominantly White school.
-The more I teach here, the
more I discover there is an intransigency in the White psyche
which is insurmountable. My place
is not to concern myself with
teaching Whites the history of the
Black problem, but to prepare
Blacks for the future they have
to face,- he said.
Although he thinks most prediminantly Black colleges are run
by "Uncle Toms," he isn’t concerned with choosing a Black or
White college to teach in. "If I go
back, I will just choose a college.
It is more a choice of teaching or
working in the Black community
that is, working with people or
working in a constricted system
where any headway that is made
is of dubious relevance."
Edwards expressed regret at all
the good teachers who are leaving
education because of the system,
with the "sedimentary concretion
of Neanderthals" staying behind.
Edwards, a part-time instructor
at SJS since the fall of 1966, would
not qualify for tenure because of
his part-time status. State College
policy forbids extension of tenure
for part-time personnel.
Edward’s announcement apparently took the college administration by surpise. The only official
comment, released late yesterday
afternoon by Academic Vice President Hobert W. Burns read: "We
have no statement, at this time because we have not received official notification from Mr. Edwards."

quires a two-week notice of allocation.
Alvarez said he just received
word that Tijerina would come to
campus, and that it could only he
on March 4. Council then voted
10-2-1 to commit itself to pay the
money when the allocation comes
under review in two weeks.
CHARGES COUNCIL
However, Don Hernandez, memof
the Mexican-American Conber
federation, charged council will
back out of the allocation.
Hernandez, opening his presentation with an obscenity, was immediately told by Bob Gottschalk,
council vice chaitman, that such
language was not in order. Her-

Clark Gives Extension
On Bill to Legislators

HONORED IN Tuesday’s ROTC ceremonies for
Distinguished Military Students are (L. to R.):
Craig C. Cook, George S. DeSoto, Lawrence R.
Jackson, Daniel J. Miller, Edward G. Pozas, and
Dallas M. Vibbert. The cadets, being congratu-

-to by Way,

lated by Col. Edgar B. Collady, Jr. and MSG
George W. Lemmons, were selected on the
basis of grade index and military leadership.
One of the six will be selected for a regular
commission in the Army.

SJS Parking Problems

Mixed Feelings Displayed
By San Jose Officials

Mixed reactions were received
from the San Jose Streets and
Traffic Committee on SJS parking
problems during a visit here by
committee members yesterday.
Paramount of the items was
traffic that will someday surround
the proposed northside parking
garage at Ninth and San Fernando
Streets.
Following a tour of the problem
areas, led by SJS student Earl
Hansen, of the Committee Organized for More Parking Spaces, the
San Jose City Council members
discussed many issues with various
student and administration representatives.
Ninth Street is presently 50 feet
wide, yet the college wishes to
narrow the street to 34 feet when
Author To Speak
the garage is built. The council
Dr William Domiloo, author of members, however, on the advice
"Who Rides America," will speak of the City Engineers Office, want
in Faculty Cafeteria A and B at the street at least. 40 feet wide.
4 p.m. Thursday.
VOICES CONCERN
Dr. Domhoff’s topic will be "The
Councilwoman Virginia Shaffer
United States Corporate Oligarchy." His speech is the second in voiced concern over the plan of
a series of 14 dealing with the the garage to be built over a
political economy of United States small existing street. She said if
any city streets are taken, she
imperialism.
- -------- -

Anti-Greene Leaflets
At North Viet Movie
Leaflets ratline Veils Greene,
producer of "Inside North Vietnam," "Red China’s M an in
America" were distributed last
night in Morris Dailey Auditorium
in connection with the movie’s
showing.
The movie, scheduled for showing again this evening in Morris
Dailey at 8, is being sponsored hy
Professors Against t he War
(PAW).
Walter T. Rutherford. part-time
pharmacist, and a member or the
Committee for Academic Freedom
I CAR i, passed out the leaflets.
Rutherford maintained that he was
acting as an independent agent,
not as a representative of CAR.
Dr. Paul Dickert, assistant professor of geology, and spokesman
for PAW, related what had happened earlier in the day to the
capacity audience last night: "This
morning I was called by the Public
Relations office and told that
CAR hail asked if they could come
OW leaflet this iihn with the Con-

By PHIL STONE
Spartan Dally Staff Writer
A shouting outburst by members
of the Mexican-American Confederation, including several obscenities, shook Student Council
yesterday afternoon.
At issue was whether council
would allocate $1,000 to Reies
Lopez Tijerina, leader of recent
Mexican-American land conflicts in
New Mexico, to speak on campus
Monday, March 4, in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Jose Alvarez, senior representative, proposed the allocation but
George Watts, ASB treasurer,
noted that the allocation would be
in violation of Act 21 which re-

gressional Record
A fternoon
who was on campus t
to drop off the film, was really
mad about the contents of the
Congressional Record." According
to Or, Dickert, Greene was angry
because the Record is slanted and
also that the Congressional Record is a privileged communication,
i.e., it cannot he sued.
Dr. Dickert then asked Rutherford to "put up or shut up." Dr.
Dickert invited Rutherford to read
the alleged slander in the Record
aloud. -The people who have the
paper can read it for themselves,"
Rutherford replied.
"The Communist label is a
clumsy attempt to divert. attention
form the merits of the film attested to by the great majority
of the critics," Dr. Dickert said.
"The New York Times describes
it as a ’documentary of indisputable merits.’ Viewers should scorn
this pathetic attempt and judge
the film on its earn merits," he
concluded,

would like to know "what cornpensat ion the college is planning
to give the city."
"The State College system
doesn’t have the right of eminent
domain when it comes to city
streets," she commented.
Mrs. Shaffer stated further she
believes that the college is "moving a little too fast," and she
intends to take a good look at the
plans and proposal.
Also on the committee members’

LSD Use
Declines,
Says FDA
GovWASHINGTON (AP)
ernment officials say there are
indications of a decline in use of
Lsr) and express hope it means
young people are heeding scientific reports of danger in taking
the hallucinogen.
The Food and Drug Administration says all its nine drug abuse
control field offices around the
country have been reporting a
general decline in the amount of
LSD encountered in the last eight
mon t hr.
John Finlator, director of FDA’s
Bureau of Drug Abuse Control,
said Wednesday there are no
figures to show precisely what the
decline has been. He said the reports are general estimates of "the
amount of LSD we’re finding on
the street."
Asked whether the reports mean
use of LSD had declined, Finlator
said, "I think a prudent man could
draw that conclusion."
First. word of the reported dedine came Monday in testimony
by Food and Drug Commissioner
House
James I,. Goddard before
commerce su heommi t tee.
Finlator, elaborating in an interview on G(xlriard’s statements,
took issue with a congressman’s
estimates on usage of LSD.
Rep. Tim Lee Carter, R-Ky.,
estimated almost two million students in the country are using
LSD and he questioned whether
th, government could enforce a
proposed law that would make it
crime to possess the drug.

minds were Immediate traffic
problems as posed by Hansen.
Much interest and sympathy
was given to these by Councilmen
Robert I. Welch and Norman
Mineta as well as Mrs. Shaffer.
TWO-HOUR LIMIT
Hansen proposed a two-hour
time limit be adopted for parking
spaces around the school. He also
asked for permission to have four
motorcycles parked in a single
car spot and suggested vehicles be
allowed diagonal parking.
Mrs. Shaffer agreed with him on
the time limit issue but stated
that it would be doubtful if diagonal parking could be approved
because of the safety factor involved.
Executive Dean Dr. C. Grant
Burton said that the council members seem anxious to help the
school and that the issue will
probably come up at the next council meeting.
Hansen states that the problems
presented by him are scheduled to
be reviewed shortly In a meeting
with the City Planning Director,
Mrs. Shaffer said that her committee is divided on the garage
issue and that council hearing on
the entire issue may be called.
-

Students
Not Paying
Paperboys
Local students recently have
forgotten to add one item to their
monthly budgets - payments to
the San Jose newsboy.
At least this is the opinion of
the Mercury Circulation Department. As a result the area around
S.IS is off-limits for outside subscribers who frequently canvass
residential areas. Persons living
within the boundaries of First and
24th Streets and Santa Clara and
Keyes must either call the Mercury or stop the delivery boy.
Since many students were failing to pay for the services, the
local paper boys now have the
right to make subscribers pay in
advance in the designated area.
A spokesman for the Mercury says
that since the riper boys are in dependent agents and absorb all
losses, they have the discretion to
establish a pity -us -advance

The deadline for student evaluation of President Clark’s student
rights and responsibilities statement has been extended.
The document, which will become the final governing policy at
SJS, will be considered Monday at
2:30 p.m. at a special meeting of
Student Council. The place has yet
to be named.
Dr. Clark yesterday authorized
the extension at the request of
Graduate Representative Jules
Lowenthal. Both Lowenthal and
Associate Justice Grady Robertson sought the stay to "give students a chance to he heard."
Student Council has had the proposal for six weeks but until yesterday had taken no action on it.
Instead, the group has been conducting special sessions to consider amendments to the ASB
Const itution.
In an attempt to speed up student legislators, Robertson charged
the council with "neglecting its
responsibilities."
Robertson urged the group to
"not push through such an import-

Trustee Endorses
Bargaining, Raps
Budget Procedure
Collective bargaining between
the Board of Trustees and faculty
members was endorsed by Trustee
Edward Lee here this week during
a talk to local American Federation of Teachers members.
Bargaining could consider teaching loads and salary and many of
the policies made by Trustees. Lee
said. Ho Is a member of the Alameda County Central Labor Council. Two of the 21 trustees presently support collective bargaining.
Lee also rapped budget procedures. He said the budget to expand or improve college facilities
is often the first to be cut.
Trustees are currently meeting
at Fullerton State College and are
considering, among other items,
changes in general education requirements and adding more land
to the Moss Landing marine
sciences laboratory, which SJS
uses.

ant document in one meeting."
Robertson told them, "You’re not
doing justice to the students. We
will have to suffer the consequences."
Following Robertson’s comments,
ASB President Vic Lee informed
the group that Or, Clark had
granted an extension until March
15 or later if necessary.
A motion by Lowenthal to hold
the public meeting on the proposal
next Monday was later adopted
unanimously.

minutes continues!, "You’ve denied
us so much already that I’m not
going to pussyfoot around anymore." He then continued his
presentation, interjecting several
obscenities along the way.
If council denied the allocation
then Hernandez said he would
have the whole Mexican-American
community "on its back as well as
me personally."
Jules Lowenthal, graduate representative, asked for the orders of
the day and was told the allocation had passed and council should
now be discussing the student
rights bill.
LEAVES CHAMBERS
Apparently convinced that there
was no way for council to back
out on its word, Hernandez abruptly left council chambers.
In prior action, council:
- Approved appointments of
Sandy Jefferies and Mike Rutz as
graduate represent at ives.
--Appointed Lewis Solitske as
chief justice of the judiciary, and
re-appointed Larry Lundberg to
the judiciary.
Appointed Steve Lieurance,
junior representative; Larry McCloud, sophomore representative;
and Bill Langan, council laison to
the College Union Board of Governors.
.Appointed Carol Becirlo, executive director of the Experimental
College; Diane Sowder, chairman
of the Art Planning Committee,
and Warren Benjamin and Loana
Prather to the Personnel Selection Committee.

Speak To Reagan

ASB Presidents Meet
In Capital Tomorrow
Student presidents of the 18
state college campuses meet in
Sacramento tomorrow for a threeday conference on problems with
the state colleges,
Highlight of the conference will
be a two-hour briefing by Gov.
Ronald Reagan Friday morning.
Gov. Reagan will discuss the condition of the colleges and his plans
for higher education.
On meeting with the governor,
ASB President Vic Lee says, "I
plan to bring up a comparison of
the state colleges today as opposed to the philosophy for higher
education of the previous administ ration.
"I also want to discuss tuition,
our name change (from college to
university), student unrest, budget
cuts, and the administration’s
philosophy of balancing the hooks
at the cost of sacrificing higher
education."
After the meeting, the ASB
presidents will lunch with DT’.
Alex Sherriffs, an adviser to
Reagan on higher education.
Friday night the presidents hope
to attend a discussion with Jesse
Unruh, Assembly speaker, and
Robert Monogan, assembly minority speaker, on the various aspects
of tuition proposals. However,
only Unruh has confirmed he will
meet with the presidents.
Saturday the presidents will
meet with Glenn Dtimkr, chancel-

lor of the state colleges, for a
question and answer period.
During the morning a discussion
regarding the operations of campus bookstores will be held. A comparison will be made of the varying operations of student operated
(Chico State) and foundation operated (San Fernando Valley)
bookstores.

CSCC Readies
For ’Bargaining’
California State College Council (CSCC) has scheduled a March
9 meeting at San Francisco International Airport to kick-off this
spring’s drive for collective bargaining at the state college level.
Contracts for college instructors,
higher salaries, smaller classes
and quality of education are the
issues behind collective bargaining.
CSCC is composed of executiveboard members of local American
Federation of Teachers (AFT)
groups.
Regional
AFT organizations
have been actively seeking the
right to collective bargaining since
last semester.
According to CSCC President
John Sperling, "We are very optimistic that the state colleges in
California will gain the right to
hragain collectively this year."

Ladies Draw a Bead Today
For Dangerous Game: Men
By RICHARD BATTIN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
In Ireland, in the year 400, St. Bridget convinced St. Patrick to grant ladies the right, to
propose to men every leap year. Excercising her
newly established right, she proposed to him. St.
Patrick, however, refused her, consoling her with
a kiss and a silk gown.
After 1288, however, Scottish men were not an
fortunate. In that year, Margaret of Norway, the
absentee Queen of Scotland, declared that
"Maidens and ladies of both high and low estate
shall have liberty to bespeak the man she likes,"
propose to him, in other words, every leap year.
Men who refused a leap year proposal were subject to a fine. Man’s only salvation was that
women planning to exercise their right were required to wear a scarlet petticoat with the edge
of it In plain sight. The men had the opportunity
to avoid their feminine pumurers, if they could
keep it up for a year.
The trouble started when it was discovered

that the earth does not take 365 days to make
a trip around the sun, but. 365 days, 5 hours.
48 minutes, and 45.7 seconds, approximately on,
day every four years. Pope Gregory XIII, rearranging the calendar in 1582, established the
extra day, Feb. 29, every four years to accommodate the extra time.
The official Roman word for the extra time is
bissestile. In spite of how it looks it means
simply "with two sixes."
In spite of the official opportunity for women
to propose, the marriage rates in previous leap
years has been lower than in normal years
Either the women are not taking Pill advantage
of a rare opportunity, or men are holding off
dining the leap years. expecting a proposal from
the girl of their dreams.
In spite of the drop in total marriage rates.
the number of weddings held on February 29 is
about the same an any other day of the year.
There is logic there, however. A man can save
a lot of money if he has an anniversary only
once every four years.
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By JEFF NI
"My fellow Anwricans.- -as s the Presi
dent ria Telstar. Ile hooks and sound
exhausted. "The cit% of Oakland. Calil
has fallen to the. militants. This is a timi
of national crisis."

Aduertising Mgr.

Guest Editorial

- A Sacred Privilege
the love for one’s
Patrol -iii.
(votary. seems to be a steadily di.
commodity among today’s
"Great Society."
The 10% e and respect for the welfare of a person’s country was, at one
tittle. the lutist righteous rause for
which to -tand tip and to defend.
ToilaN. it seems almost shameful for a
to defend his beliefs in
tuutiffil
Iii- gor eminent.
tor age is !narked with protests and
. demonstrations Hutt supporting the
get% erintient. but rhliculing it and eN eri
2oing -ii far as to aid and abet the.
t’lliIllit’s of the American way of life.
\\ hat ha- happened to the patriot who
1- willing to fight for and defend his
homeland. e en if he personally does
tiot Iteliee in the policies of the
ti eminent? The person who sees his
ditties and doe- them? s here are these
\ mericans? \ re they marching on the
; \\ bite House or Pentagon? No! They
a re in a Got Ili irsaketi jungle 6.000
111 iI0P 11.11111 their 1101110P fighting and
dying for what smile all an "int ))))) ral"
IA a E.
il,- "pillager, and murderers" are
Ill filiting berause they love to kill.
re fighting because their government has a commitment it must
Ike up to. and that coon )))) itment is to

aid South Vietnam in ridding itself of
Communist aggressors.
True. the general populace may not
agree with the conduct of the war. but
there are correct and proper ways to
redress grievances with the goernment. The recall. the initiatiie. and
the election are the three best ways
by which the people may inform the
government of their disagreement.
After all. who is the got eminent?
People! But it seems that none of the
dissenters care enough to take the
time to write letters to Congress. They
are more interested in seeing how
many times they can be arresteel
how timcb trouble they can cause.
People whip are interested in preserving America for the Americans
perhaps should learn more about the
established ways of Anterican hife
ways ’which were established to make
best tilSe lif the natural and man-maile
resources we so often take for granted.
The rigid. to vote is the most powerful weapon citizens of a demmracy
possess. They pos-ess this jerk liege
only because others lime fought and
died to protect it.
In the ever-changing world, more
people will be called upon to defend
thus sacred privilege that so many take
W WE STEI \FELD
for granted.
Los Angeles Valley Star

Staff Editorial

Students’ Right To Know
By GINA TRAEGER
\lore and more outeries are joining that
iale Justice Grady Robertson’s on
the Iii kr niattir concerning ASH Juuntlations for the Dow
diciary re..
bearings.
Ritliertsitil opened the door to contra.
rersr iis objecting. to President Robert D.
rrifling one judiciary decision.
N it limit lifilartson or some other member
t students
realing this information,
is mild beliee the judiciary hail recentImth suspensions and the ans.
derit’s role in got irning I l i lll self hail been
ii

Iiidetiti: now know differently
that du Ir right to decide the fate of
thu %st.Ii tits accused of infringement of
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school rules is in the hands of the
administrar .
People are also wondering why the
names of the students inrolred ill the
trials weren’t released officially. It was
easy enough for interested indir Awls to
find them out from unofficial spumes.
Robertson did not rereal them: lie didit’l
have to.
But. he did discuss the cases openly
enough to shed light through the veil the
dropped iii er the whole
administrar
matter.
If the administration had its way. Ilie
strident body should be content with ihe
"knowledge" that two students were PIOthree pot
pentleol. two put on prohae
on informal probation, and that two were
%indicated.
on how the ihwisions were
!donna
reached apparently isn’t important. It
seems student minds should he questioning
their course material, hut not other matters directly concinling their college life.
Or perhap ft they shouldn’t question
anything . . .
But fortunately, on this campus, people
are inquiring into issues that just don’t
quite sit the right on the vonscience, and
the Dow hearings illustrate this.
Perhaps Robertson was violating his
office in discussing the recommendations
and confirming the suspicion that Clark’s
anno wel decision didn’t go along too
per cent with those of the judiciary. But
lie felt the responsibility of his position
to uphold "the student’s right to know."
The Dean of Students’ public Ptatement
on the (levied .... t4 Was purposely vague, cuspiii protect the student and follow
college policy. But the students’ names
already bad appeared in print at the time
of the hearings. Anil isn’t college. policy
sonve.thing pretty flimsr in rtly on when
the resulting statement raises more questions than it answers?
As long as the administration insists on
doing this the hard way by being evasiri
to honest inquiry. the students must be
grateful that their own leadere are not
afraid to state the facto and keip the
stiodent body informed.
---G. T.
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Failure To Communicate
Re-eraluatton of Methods
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I have so desperately wanted to say. Is it because I didn’t
say it in a way he could undeistand, or is it
because he wasn’t listening, or is it because
neither of us knew what the other was talking
about?
After these tw)i attempts at communication,
I’ve found I must re-evaluate my methods of
verbal communication. It also makes me
wonder how many times I’ve walked away
from someone, with the thought of what a
fantastic level of communication we haul at
haul not communicated at all.
so many
Word: have so many meanings
that they don’t have any meaning at all. The
task of developing a new language would be
Impossible, so our only alternative is to work
on the one we have.
’Fhe artist in residence program Ls deeply
EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or international issues. Space is allowed to encourage written debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45 -space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and faculty or ASB number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste Cr include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
letters to conform to space limitations and to cease
publication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.

.nivertied is itIi romnitinication in every form.
io join us at 122 S. Ninth St.
rvi
every Tuesdi* and Thursday at 1:30 p.m. in
open-encl seminars to explore communication,
commitment and alonetuss.
Ross Stevenson
Artist in residence

Lost Time Registration
Editor:
If anyone

ever has looked at his report card
more closely after leading the bad news on it,
he will see that SJS report cards are cornpiled by an outside firm. What is the cost of
this work, who does it, and out of whose budget does it come? Surely if grades can be
"farmed out" to local concerns, our registration problem can be resolved in a similiar
I ashion.
There are at least two more registrations
scheduled before any type of college computer of the required size will be available.
Why must the administration continue to hide
from this problem with the rationale that
action here might delay our entry into any
state-wide system? Such a threat has not
delayed Long Reach State. And 1 can guarantee that the "computer firm" which has
offered time to SJS will not do it free forever.
Clearly, the computer registration should be
compatable with several computers, so when
the state-wide system becomes operational,
registration may be transferred from the local
one with a minimum of re-programming.
New registration procedures must begin!
Why spend money to speed up grades if the
time is lost (luring registration?

Franci. I., Wong. A7109

Hung in F. E.G.
By BILL GALSTAN
the sulnirli of Pacifica there’s a
r iii..’ mail at the Pacifica Tribune who
always calls nit- Feg.
I got the 11111110 011t stimmtr while working for the Trib. I sr. a- assigned to find
11111is us 1110 11,111 hiio,i has harbormaster
wa banged lu effigv. I wasn’t rery successful. and my editor chiding me al I
nir failure, always called me Effigr. or
F.E.G. for short,
has, of course, inspired this
col
’s name.
So this week, lid’s lie the hangman’s
knot and loose our 1111101. On 1110 %4 as we’re.
being "taught" and what the likely result
of this inadequate sr stem will be.
N hat happens in a typical class? We.re
assigned to read parts of a book. then at
the next meeting the professor lectures on
re/111
material that
the si
time merely repeal lug the
11111P1 Of I
informat
Old Socrates probably would have a
lern
thing or two or three to Pil% 10 our
profs alum’ their ketone-. Afier all he
elithil get 1: .. tis br drooling information
into isis studiwts. It,. aOseil diem queoiions
and made them think.
It really %mild It,’ psycliedelie if onr
prodding and
le:idlers would iii,
111 see a grim,’
oplestionitoi. It. prent
like a rim a
of studentvent’
of mute.. Ilmifully taking 1111114,4
WI material W0 al lii and could hare
In

N
Elt CRONKITE
Ott the tele% ision set %%alter Cron/Lite’
face replaces that of the President
Walter speaks:
"As the- hot sr ..... ner beats heavily 01
this war torn zone, Oakland police, Ile
National Guard. and scores of Right -Win
Minute. Men I from Orange Couto, Dallas
Texas, and llorgan Dill I hare beiii ri
pulsed his Nlilitalit force-.
"The Militants now control all route
itito lite vitt,. Still Francisco and Richinow
bay bridges, including Highways IT
80, are lined with abaft(’
el alit
bib
and carrier trucks.
"An ,’ark morning offenshe Iii I
Marines f
Sun Jose has been crush,.
by Militant regulars situated in Fre ...... it
"General ix ’Mandl:mil, relieved of Sai
gon duty to head the President’s Specia
S ...... ner Cils Pacifirar
Program. IiI
called for mon. troops. I Naturally.1 Ili
also has requested Ilii huu.iuuhuiiig of "limbo
trial cities and weapon.- arwilitls in cif,
center."
Pentagon fully agrees.
"The President. just a short while ago
ordered Armed Forces iommanders ti
sign a pledge insuring that all ineasuri
wvre Ining taken to recapture ihe trouble,
cit.
"Nlilitants in San Francisco, Palo Alb
and East San ,111P1- Istne sioluleid goo.
lergr
I. Not a Militant 1 or a non
Militant for that mailer t has ’seen s01.1
011 the streets of any of these other
est and South Hay Militants reporteill
are organizing for guerrilla ac
behini
Federal troop lines.
Non-Militants, those whose philosopli
is one of nonriolence. fearing for thei
lives, are hiding in I
of Liberal sym
path izers
the same Liberals win
earlier today marched in f
of alit
capitol picketing and shouting "Negotiati
now!"
"Tele% is’
e) ras. ni
’ii by brari
technicians, presently are transmitting do
pictorial e,--as you witness on the script
bel I 1110. A alter turns to glance at [hi
large screen broadcasting events "liri. ani
iii full color" from Oakland.)
"Those puffs of smoke and fire flash,.
are from artillery shells fired ft
Federa
troop posit
s across the bay in Sal
Francisco.
"Berkeley Radicals stand out like son
II
bs! N.hat the President feared
has happi.ired. The %ming, dissatisfivil
student Nlarxitit-Le’nt. hare joinei
forces with ilie Militants. Is truly is
what .
hare ealled
die "now et
nerer" re% lotion.
"Casualt% lists from the first 24 hour
of fighting show Militant losses out.......
!wring Federal three-to-mit., unit ii11.11 thin’
always do.
"American troops are tieing recall,
from N ietnam. Suburban America is 01
the alert. California’s ginertior has oi
in nit
dered a 7 o’clock curfew: any
streets will he shot on sight. Congress, fo
Ill,’ past century, has pitifully failed do
American people - has failed to leaf
ill
America down the road toward I
come-41(4i to %ote confidena
har ......
for the President and General W’Mort
I
land.
"America is in the grips of its PeC0111
Civil V.
... This Mill mon. news afte
a word from our sponsor."

read. We’re being informed Inn not stimi
lated, e listen but olon’t think.
line of tor political science teachers
sometimes asks questions of his students,
and the other day he said "You know,
when I ask a quest. , ereryone looks
down in their laps and trys to avoid
answering...
N hat happens when we become citizens anil leaders? Confronted with an
110010. s ill we look ill our laps instead of
011r POIIIP?
searcl

Staff Comment

Computer a Definite Blessing
By DOANE YAW GER
ale
classes UP 1110 need arises. This el
the frustration of taking a class not twee,
nary for graduation. merely because instil
ficient rooms, teachers and class times ar
offered. The computer, then, as an elemen
in registration will virtually eliminal
.5.
closed classes or "unpopular’.
’rlierefore, the student has a much bet he
chance of getting exactly what he want
tinder computer reg.
Long Beach Stale College register.-.
1 7,000 students before the last seistrate
puter. It sat ed 71 tier yen
break hy
C1041/4 by using ill
of total registrar
puter process.

jotter regisThe possible ailent of
tration for the SJS rampus would he a
definite blessing for the frustrated student
s and is diswho waits in lines for I
led by closed classes.
alpl
Computer rug eliminates long lines in
Iii.’ literary and gromitsitim. Earl’ student
meets with his ail% bier during the pre.
’wetting semester to plan his seherbale. A
tentatire program is processed by computers which etin a master list of classes.
COMputer class enrollment serves best
when it gauges the demand for classes_
during the precrediti enrolliug
semester, departmenhe an- able it/ add

Clark Seeks Change ’Auto Stereos
For Commencement Good Steal

Don’t help a bud kid get worse.

Pre,i
antnil
Call
tim,

nkite.
-oleo!

I milt
I Illiiiii

Plans are being made to change permit a more personal touch
SJS huge, impersonal commence- such as giving each graduate his
degree personally instead of mailment exercises.
ing it. as is done at present.
President Robert D. Clark is
GET IDEAS
of
working with a committee
PITS. Clark said he will be talkAcademic Council to see if the ing with the commencement comcollege’s graduation ceremonies mit tee of Academic Council and
their ideas
can be made more personal by ASR leaders to obtain the
and suggestions.
breaking them down into mini 1
Pres. Clark said there would
exercises and more relevent by
:probably be room to have the large
bringing them back to the campus.’!general convocation held on the
Graduation is traditionally held quad around Tower Hull. He said
that for a time he was considering
at Spartan Stadium. Lust year.
abandoning the general convocaabout 1.500 participated, although tion, but since then the college has
attend.
to
eligible
some 4,500 were
scheduled a keynote speaker for
the program.
according to Pres. Clark.
He added that SJS could experiHe envisions new ceremonies
ment with commencement this
which would make use of a large
year and change it in the future.
convocation zoo main add i.,
located around Tower Hall, alil
breaking the rest of the ceremony
down into separate functions for Z
each school.
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Pres. Clark told the Daily that
-- Topless
AP
SAN JOSE
Stanford, Princeton, and the University of Southern California. hostesses on charter air flights
among other colleges, use the de- were dropped yesterday before
vice of splitting up the commence- they got off the ground.
ment procedure.
Holiday Airlines gave up the
He said that separate cere- idea when San Jose Airport
monies would hopefully encourage threatened to revoke its landing
more students to participate, and permit.
added that more faculty members
"I don’t know why they got so
would probably attend, since they upset," said Harry Ogden, manwould be able to see, in a small ager of the line which flies to
ceremony, the students they had Oakland and Lake Tahoe.
instructed.
"The girls wouldn’t have gone
might topless until we were airborne."
comm,nerments
Split
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FRIDAY
Bechtel Corp. Majors, B.S. or
MS. in CE, ChE, ER, ME.
Factory Mut ua 1 Engineering
Corp. Majors, B.S. in all engr.
General Foods Corp. Majors,
B.S. or M.S. in ChE, EE, IE. ME,
Ford Motor Co. Majors, bus.
adm., and incl., accounting finance,
ME. IE,
Naval Electrimies Laboratory
Center, Majors, B.S. or M.S. in
HE, math, physics.
Naval Weapons Center, Majors,
B.S. or MS. in EE, AE, ME,
physics.
E A Express. Majors, Marketing, bus. mgt.
Standard Oil Co. of California
and Chevron Research Co. Majors,
bus, adm.. marketing, B.S. or MS.
in ME. ChF:, CE, ER, chem., MBA.
MONDAY
Calif o r n I a State Personnel
Board. Majors, B.S. and M.S. in
CE, EE, ME,
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Majors, bus. Adm., ME, IE.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.
Majors, bus., liberal ail,

Georgia Pacific Corp. Majors,
B.S. or M.S. in ChE.
Naval Ship Missile Systems Engineering Station. Majors, EE, ME,
physics.
Northrop Corp. Majors, EE, ME.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
Majors, I3.S. and M.S. in ME, IF,
RE, accgt., mgmt.
United Air Lines. Majors, bus.
adm., MRS. acctg.. aeronautics,
ME, aero engr.. EE.
York Division (Subsidiary) of
Borgwarner. Majors, B.S. in EE,
ME. /E, chE.
OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS

Ens. G. M. Brant, Coast Guard
representative, will be available
today from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
Barracks 13 to discuss the opportunities offered by the Coast
Guard through the Officer Candidate program.
Union Elementary School District of San Jose will host an open
house for prospective teachers on
Saturday, March 16. Further information and reservation cards,
which must be returned to the district by Monday, are available in
the Placement Center.
A Federal Service Entrance
Examination will be given without
prior registration at SJS on Saturday, in JC14I at 8:30 a.m,

all-
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5c

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19e
1 Box Cheer Soap

24e

2 Bars Ivory Soap

5c

Ajax Cleanser

Se

Crest large size

ate
insul
ii

Femen
lilt llll

hen,
want

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.

College rnaJier
from coast to coast
the leader in
insurance sales
to college men.
because

6th &
10th

&

13th &

Keyes
Taylor
Jolla.

E\

TliF.SI/AY & TIIIIRSDAY

hearty meal that \% ill satisfy the likes of any appetite. k scrumptious beef stets dinner. Made front
lender. juicy priine beef. potatoes and garden fresh
thou smothered in a rick brown gravy.
..-erell tip piping 11111 5% ithu bread anti dairy fresh
butter. Definitely it mouth %atering combination
you’ll find only at the Spartan !louse. Hut if you
really s alit to find ou t x% hat this tempting special
is like. 4.41111t. MI ill and gie it a try. Don’t forget
our conenieut take home ,er or,

cpaPtati

*we

150 East
San Carlos St.

292-2840

(corner of

Fourth St.)

DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD

IS NEEDED

Mon. thru Fri. 7

a.m.-

3

p.m.

40 Bassett St,

294-6535
Son Jos*

NOW AT MUSIC BO:r

nuAte4
BOX

OUR
ENTIRE
CATALOG
0(13;1
-,e4tra

RECORDS!

NOW ON SALE!

349
REG 4

AV ’

Pi
’

"VVILDEFLOWERS"
Judy is enchanting, singing:
Michael
From
Mountains,

Since

1’ou

Albatross,

Sky

...No

THE BUTTERFIELD
BLUES BAND
"THE RESURRECTION
OF PIGBOY CRABSHAW"
1 heir latest and another
best! Includes: One More
Deartache, Run Out Of

... Guaranteed by a top
GompanY

Time,

Double Trott b le,
Pity The Fool, and other
greats!

War Clause

Benefits at
Special Rates

LOVE

...Exclusive

...Premiums Deterred
until you are out of
scool
h

"FOREVER CHANGES"
V is a la LOVE, singing:
A Ionic
gain, A nd more again,

The

Red TeleBummer in the
So in me r, You Set The
phone,

For Your
COLLEGE MASTER
outline ... contact
Jim
Jim
Cam

4th IL William

Georgianne Apartments
Ph, 287-1843
695 So. 11th

SPARTAN
SPECIAL No. 2

OVER 21?
NEED $5

Luxurious 3 Bdrrn.
Apt.
Completely air conditioned
Heated Pool
" Excellent 1.11111111C\ Facility
Electric Garbage Disposal

Hargef
Eaton
Sawyer

Charlie

Gary
Len

Green

Fidelity Union Life I
505 S

Noisy

Frank
Darwin

104h

216.6700

St.

Shoop

Beckwith
Sears

Scene. and 6

DATET-.4

offer ,,.ininars. 1,-...t kii, .r.,,I , cut. , i/ed 1,. p., Trick Williams, will be
els. utilizine the alCalla.C.: 0f or- a naming course in physical deemir/ ilamN iil the pen% The class vehaamou bit. men. It will meet
Gym. in the weight
will begin Monday. at 411 Norm in the Itni.
,,inesdays. from 3-5
Fourth St .. at 7 p 11
A ..1.,,, in"’
tittinv,

F ell, and 6 more.

29c

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

tier,

Prof Praises
Nash’s Book

Asked,

10e

2 Rolls Toilet Paper 10c
alt’

Those interested in living. lose. ’ the students will study media, fine
budding market of auto stereos 1
and dash mounted instrument ImaITiage and Pdailltion. may join I printing, publishers and current
i the new Experimental College trends in literature.
thefts.
For those willing to develop and
It’s the same old story. and most ’course meeting tonight in LN318
presetn their own hypothesis on
J
police officers haveheard at 7
San Jose
All Experimental College courses aggression, a course on "Aggressit a dozen time. Students don’t
have the time to be bothered withlare open to students as well as ivity" is offered on Tuesday after locking their cars and when they the community. The only require- noons at 2:30 in F0232.
A "Seminar on Nonviolence
get stuck with the tab for a $30 l ment for the non-credit classes is
tachometer they expect Dad’s in- ’ that those interested must attend organized by the Rev. Shoos c,:
lins. Tony Cowan and Pete r
surance company to foot the bill, to sign up for the class.
"World Communication." organ- meets at Jonah’s Wail on Monday
"Sorry Joe," say most insurance
ized by Azmy Ibrahim, is a course evenings at 7.
firms. No lockie, no collectie!"
"Political Propaganda and Om
Prime targets are those autos ’dealing with an analysis of the
parked in dark streets or apart- news and views issued in foreign science," organized by William
ment carports. A skilled thief can and American newspapers. This Hermanns, is offered at 3:30 ..n
pull a stereo unit from a car in class will meet at 9 p.m., Weclnes- Tuesdays in 014161.
N. H. Dolloff is organizer for
day. at Ibrahim ’s home, 231 E.
less than three minutes.
class which will deal with ill,
San Fernando St., No. 10.
Kichung Kim is the organizer effects and changes of the flow
. Z for "The World of Books and of energy on man and society. Ii
Reading." This class will meet is offered on Mondays at 2:30 in
Thursday evenings at 8, in LN601. Duncan Hall, 306.
A course in "Investment ManBooks of Marshall MacLuhan and
Simone Weil will be discussed, and agement is offered Tuesday es., flings at 7:30 in Ed. 210. It rDAVENPORT, Iowa (API The
ganized by Richard S. Dale.ll
Army plans to send a grandmother
dents will learn about pH:semi...to Vietnam to help it improve its
of investment and stock select 1"11.
logistics system.
Those interested in Arabic, can
Mr s. Williamm B. Ilarvty, 54, who
join the "Arabic for Begitiners’
has seven grandchildren, said she
course, organized by Akrum Deranswered an Army call for volunranieh. Students will learn 1.
teers fur the program and was
Dr, Robin Brooks, assistant pro- read, write and converse in Arabi,
accepted.
fessor of history, praised "Wildet- on Wednesday evenings from 7-,’
"I thoroughly agree with our ness and the American Mind" by
Centennial Hall. All beginnei ,:,
reasons for being over there," Roderick Nash yesterday in a
requested to call ’269-7836.
she said.
faculty book talk.
-Chaos and/or Order" will meet
Mrs. Harvey, who expects to be
The book, "lays out a case for in May. Further information about
stationed in Vietnam for four to the importance of understanding
this course, organized by Dr. Consix months, is a computer system wilderness," Dr. Brooks said. "We rad Borovski, will be available
analyst with more than 25 years of can see where America has been."
later in the semester,
government service.
Dr. Brooks said NLISII.S book was
"Issues of Organizing the Poor. She said her husband, a World one which he himself had wished
a course being planned by Look.
War I Army chaplain and a re- to write and there were no flaws
Barozzi and Joe Salisbury, will
tired Baptist minister, is consid- in it.
ering going to Vietnam on his own
About 75 persons attended the
talk in the faculty cafeteria.
to be with her.

JUDY COLLINS

THE COLLEGE PLAN
exclusit’ely for
THE COLLEG E M AN

3 Hershey Bars

flea

I

CIGS
19c
Kleenex

"Joe College" a fat target for a

INCLUDING
THESE GREAT
NEW RELEASES. . .

hour
ultimo
I’ll

gered "locals" have found careless

SPARTAN

Experimental College Offers Courses
Non -Violence to Arabic Language

Topless Holiday Hostesses Grounded
:* Grandmother Volunteers for Vietnam

SKIP COMMENCEMENT
s

s

Lock your cur! Within the campus
area in recent weeks, sticky fin-

Thursday February 29 lnfilt

Inure.

This little night owl leads a daytime life when the first
spring sun appears. A neo-classic nicety, impeccably tailored
like al/ John Meyer sleepwear convertibles. It comes in an
appealing Barclay open stripe (a soft mix of Dacron’ polyester
and cotton). And, as befits a pinafore, it is demurely edged
with lace. In good-little-girl colors: blue, orange, yellow
or green on a pristine while background $11. Now
rni stores everywhere.
being shown at disceng

MUSIC BOX
San Jose’s Largest Record Selections, Over 50,000 LP’s

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.

q0)(01

..INNOUNC/NG
ifor career. %% id’ The Federal Gmernment
:
*

The Federal Service
Entrance Examination

.4,
..
:*

to include Ilanagentent Intern,

:*

on campus walk-in

SaturdaNs March 2

ts*

8:30 a.m.
Open

Room JC- 14 1

To All Seniors And Grad Students

Reed’s Sport Shop

SKI SALE
Parkas
Boots

Sweaters
Pants

IHatch’s Glass Sculpture
’Brighten Little Gallery
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

H CON \
SKIPITARES
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
ornbai,
ottle bit of everything anti liberate your inhibilions." This, according to David
Hatch, SJS Associate Professor
of Art, is his way of "expressing
his thing."
And this is exactly what he
was trying to illustrate when
’
he put together his gallery showcase of glass objects, flickering
lights and clevei interplay.
Titled "Glass Sculpture," the
it show now on exhibit in the
Little Gallery is basically a collection of glass objects, but it
embodies much more than that.
It combines many other materials such as plastic, fiberglass, stripped leather and
blinking lights in a Leautifully
unconventional visual interpretation attempting to "tune in on
the whole."
"You might even say it %Pre!,

toward a kinetic show," says the
enthusiastic creator "We had
even planned for taped music
to be piped in to add more of a
total environment to the show,
but since the room is also used

where on tour of a glass factory, he took a crack at blowing
and showed experts he could do
it on the first three tries without breaking the forms.
Probably the best work in the

50%

XEROXfi COPIES

A college reading laboratory
is open this semester to any college student who wishes to use
the materials anti equipment for
improvement of reading skills.
New students should first attend a conference hour with
Mrs. Norma V. Spalding, director of the laboratoty, in ED235.
These hours are scheduled: Monday, 10:30-11:30 a.m. and 1:302:30 p.m.; Tuesday. 2-4 p.m.;
Wednesday, 10:30-11:30 a.m. and
1:30-2:30 p.m.; Thursday, 2-4
p.m.; and Friday, by appointment only. A special lab for
foreign students is held Mondays and
Wednesdays
from
11:30-12:30 in ED231.
These hours will be devoted
to comprehension and rate tests
used to aid the instructor’s
evaluation of an appropriate
starting point. When this is
completed, the student may also
use the lab at other hours.
Students pieviously enrolled
in Reading Fundamentals and
familiar with lab usage may obtain a key to the lab from the
Remedial secretary in ED343.

Info Tea Tonight

18’ x 24"
Send any B & W or color

10c each

Photograph Negative
Collage Drawing Snapshot

Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

$3.75 plus $.25 handling
Your original returned
Include school name
Psychedelic Poster Co.
P.O. Box 3071
St. Louis, Missouri 63130

(student rates)

off

4SPARTAN DAILY
Thtu.stto, February 20, 1948

-Ph f,iv, Paddi Beeson

collective project by
SILICONE =1 and SILICONE =2 A
David Hatch now on exhibit in the Little Gallery as part of a
glass sculpture collection, is examined here by its creator,

also a few pairs of last years
models of Head Ski in stock
Elec. typewriters
New portables
Rental -purchase
Fre delivery

at reduced prices.

3151 Alum Rock Ave.
258-5305

Actilfht I

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

cpartatt gook4tore
-right on campus -

are your
contact lenses
more work than
theyre worth?
If you’re tired of using
two or more separate solutions to take care of
your contact lenses, we
have the solution. It’s
Lensine the all-purpose
lens solution for complete contact lens care
preparing, cleaning, and
soaking. Just a drop or
two of Lensine before you
insert your contacts coats
and lubricates the lens
surface making it smoother and non -irritating.
Cleaning your contacts
with Lensine retards the
buildup of foreign deposits on the lenses.
Lensine is sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic making it ideal for
storage of your lenses

Lensine exclusive for Bacteria cannot grow in

proper lens hygiene
It Lensine.o Caring for con.
has been demonstrated tact lenses can be as con
venient as wearing them
with Lensine, from the
Murine Company, Inc.

that improper storage
between wearings may
result in the growth of

between wearing periods. bacteria on the lenses.

And you get a removable This is a sure cause of eye
storage case on the bot- irritation and could seritom of every bottle, a ously endanger vision.

Phrateres Holds
A menthe’ Nhip tea for women
in Phrateres Inter-

interested

national, service and social organization, will be held tonight
from 6 to 7 in HEI.
The club works with Circle K,
college Kiwanis club, and Alpha
Phi Omega, and also helps out
with vat ious college activities.
Regular meetings are held on
NYerinestlay evenings at 7 in
HE5.
. _
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365 Clu6
Vince Collini
and the

"Soul Seekers"
Thurs. thru Sun.

PERSONAL POSTERS

RENT
up to

Reading Skill lab
Open to Students

a seminar, it was impossible."
Hatch explains his unusual
use of these things by saying:
"Today’s artist is not interested
in using materials in their proper
way. He is trying to do something entirely different with
them."
The show represents two
years work completed throughout the world. It includes a
variety of glass pieces, not all
transparent, a common chat-actot
of glass, but some
opaque, some partially transparent and opaque and some
just painted pieces.
"One thing about working
with glass is its short working
range. Because you only have a
few minutes’ time to blow and
shape the glass before it hardens, it rather forces spontaneity
on the creator," says Hatch. "It
forces you to be uninhibited because you haven’t got the time
to be inhibited."
Hatch’s specific interest in
glass-blowing stems from an
earlier expetience in Venice,
the grin t glass-blowing capital,

show is a female bosom sculpted
of fiberglass and blown glass,
appropriately titled "Silicone No.
1" and "Silicone No. 2."
Another inteiesting Piece is a
glass head covered by a gas
mask also appropriately titled
"7th St.
A Day in the Life
of."
Other pieces remain en masse
and untitled in the collection,
perhaps appearing similar, yet
never with a line duplicated.
They all reflect the same kind
of creativity apparent in their
er! ator.

365 E. Julian
(between 8th and 9th)
7l111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

THE FLICK
PRESENTS

W. C. FIELDS
THE FATAL GLASS OF BEER
HURRY, HURRY
THE BABERSHOP

KEATON
BUSTER
’[1

Faculty Harpist
To Give Concert
Mrs. Nancy Gustayson, harpist and instructor of music, will
appear in concert at 8:30 Saturday night in the new Los Gatos
High School auditorium.
Dr. Walter D. Gaisford, violinist from Saratoga, and Deco
Nielsen Pike, concert pianist,
will perform with Mrs. Gustayson,

*DANCING g
*SHOWS g
*FUN

I I H Mit( 1DER

Morris Daily Auditorium
SATURDAY MARCH 2
6:30, 8:00. 9:20 PM.

graduating engineers,
chemists and physicists
ve’

the Navy’s largest industrial complex:
the San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard
ENJOY UNMATCHED POTENTIAL FOR PROFESSIONAL AND PERSONAL GROWTH.
You’ll be challenged by the variety offered
in the design, construction, overhaul and
conversion of Polaris missile submarines,
guided missilo frigates, destroyers, aircraft
carriers, deep submergence craft, Sea Lab
111, etc.
APPLY YOUR TALENTS TO IMPORTANT
PROGRAMS: Nuclear power, ship structures,
electrical/electronic systems, missile systems, marine/mechanical design, welding,
chemistry (analytical) and metallurgical inspection and test, quality assurance, process

methods and standards, tools and plant
utilization.
LIVE IN THE FAMED BAY AREA. San Fran.
cisco Bay Naval Shipyard has two work sites
located 40 miles apart: Hunters Point in San
Francisco and Mare Island in Vallejo, California. Each location has ready access to the
cultural advantages of San Francisco. All
types of recreation from surfing in the Pa’
cific to skiing in the Sierras are within easy
driving distance. Continue your professional
growth by attending classes at one of the
many outstanding colleges and universities
located nearby.

Representative on Campus
MARCH 5, 1968
for interview, contact your placement office
An
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Quint Duels Lions
In WCAC Match

After failing in an attempt
knock off the front -running club
in the West Coast Athletic Conference race, Spartan cagers try to
derail the No, 2 team when they
take on the Loyola Lions tonight
at 8 in Spartan Gym.
SJS lost to league leading Santa
Clara 86-66 Saturday and hopes

cid on
7 in

I N.
Attention. (oil t’,’
e are looking for se’ eral out.
.tending recent eollege gratiu.
atet, oho wish to participate in
formal training programs sith
tIi’finest
corporation.
in
\11.,rira.
Eyeeptional opportunities for
young men oho %Dill 111111/21
0111111 earnings arid to fume in.
to management. (Mr sery ice ran
pros Me Ike best program for
your permute! 41,,..lopment.
Call coll....
details:
4 IT,

rS

421-6800
as lair &
Vrolessional
I’erro
’I Cone. Agency
582 Market at Montgomery
Suite 1902
San Francisco,
94101

,

WE STAY
OPEN

1

TONIGHT
UNTIL 9

th)
1111111111

to reverse an earlier a. ..! loss to
the Lions.
To stop Loyola, the Spat-tans
will have to contain the Lion’.
great 6-1 guard Rick Adelman.
Adelman ran wild against the
Spartans in Los Angeles, getting

PetA BOOK

23

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
RicapOos
6 Nights a Week
FEATURING:
Mon.

Facee of Jazz

Vs ed. & Sat.

Sun.

-

Talent Showcase

Friday

9t-ccee:cc.7
DINNERS
218 Willow St.
294-4009
fel

A,
r111111
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- Dixieland

Open Daily at 4 p.m.
Entertainment
Starts at 9 p.m.
($1 cover for minors)

EUROPE
with Or. and Mrs. R. Pimentel
Assistant Professor of German

.1.1.11

I
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- Photo by Paddie Benson
TUG OF WAR SJS forward Bud Lefever baffles Santa Clara
guard Dennis Polosky (left) for ball in Saturday’s game in Civic
Auditorium. Bud won this battle, but the Bronco’s won the war,
defeating SJS 88-66.

Spartans Now 0-3

Baseballers Face Cal
Still in search of their first win
of the season, the Spartan basebailers are in tough gain today
when they take on the rugged
California Golden Bears at 3 p.m.
on Evans Field in Berkeley.
The Bears have shown power
this year, as they have beaten
rugged Fresno State, handing lefty
Mike Noonan one of his rare
losses.
Coach Ed Sobczak has named
either Mike Shamony or Mike
Popovec to hurl for the Spartans
against Cal.
The Spartans suffered their
third loss of the year Tuesday to
the Stiinford Indians, 7-4 at the

This Special Student Tour
Departs June 19, 1968-44 days
Visiting: Amsterdam, Aachen,
Cologne, Heidelberg, Rothenburg,
Salzburg, Vienna, Ljubjetia, Trieste,
Venire, Florence, Sorrento, Capri,
Pompeii, Rome, Hassell, Nice,
Grenoble, Geneva, Paris, Versailles,
Fontainbleau, London, Stratford &
Oxford.

Please obtain tour folder and infortnat.
Foreign Language Department

from

or Helen J. Callahan, 1205 Camino Pablo
San Jose, Phone: 295.4756

SJS Seeks Revenge
Over Gaucho Netters
The SJS tennis team goes Mier
its second straight dual-mateh
win of the season this afternoon
against a stiong University of
Santa Barbara team at 2:30 p.m.
on Spartan courts.
The Gaucho netters defeated
SJS last year on their way to
winning the WCAC team title.
Coach Butch Krikorian said Santa Barbara will prove a tough
challenge, but added that "SJS is
so improved over last year that
we should be able to handle them."

Orlando was particularly impressive in the Nor-Cal tourney,
upsetting University of California’s No. 2 ranked player. SJS
finished 3rd in the tourney.

If the frosh do stop Ridgle
there are still Bobby White (15.1)
and Charlie Johnson (14.91 to contend with, Johnson was Northern
California "Player of the Year"
at Sequoia High School last year.
The Cal frosh has topped the
100 mark in 8 of their 14 games.
"This is the best freshman team
we have seen all year. They are
lightning fast and can hurt you
anywhere on the court," Morrison
said.
"The kids seem to be snapping
out of a slump," he noted, "but to
win against Cal we have to put
the whole game together. That Includes offense, defense and rebounding."
Expected to start for the frosh
against Cal are top scorer Buzz
Nyquist (15.0), leading rebounder
Darnell Hillman, Pat Hamm, C. J.
Hovvard and Steve Mortara.
Backing them up will be Pat
Linane, Chris Guenther and Al
Graves.
Morrison said the compactness
of Spartan gym as opposed to the
vast Harmon gym at Cal may
work to the Spartababes advantage.
The frosh were heated at Cal
104-79 earlier in the season.
VII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111114

Intramurals
With
identical
3-0
records,
Theta Chi, Alpha Tau Omega, and
Sigma Pi move into the second
week of fraternity basketball play
tied for first place.
In Thesday night play it was
Theta Chi 57, Sigma Nu 52; Delta
Sigma Phi 57, Sigma Phi Epsilon
49, in overtime; Lambda Chi Alpha 43, Delta Upsilon 31; Sigma
Alpha Epsilon 42, Pi Kappa Alpha
:14; Alpha Tau Omega 61, Theta Xi
43; and Sigma Pi 64, Sigma Alpha
Mu 20.
Table tennis competition starts
tomorrow. Pairings will be posted
in the Men’s Gym.

Widewale Corduroy
SPORT COATS

Preparing for a
Graduate School or
Professional School
Exam?
Test yourself with an ARCO
Exam Preparation Book

"Shepherd hasn’t played since
the tournament and he still isn’t
feeling too strong," Krikorian
said.
If Shepherd does play he will
go against Don Neil, Santa Barbara’s top player last year.
In addition to Shepherd, Krikorian will go with a team consisting of John Zweig, Ken Lowell,
Roy Orlando, Randy Berkman and
John Reed,

TEACHING AIDS
50% OFF
SALE ENDS SATURDAY

QNA STORE,
BOOKINC.
on south tenth, near San Carlos
across from men’s dorms
286-0930
ININNWIINININININPONIIMPINNININWIWOMPONFIN=NOW*,

PrPARTAlle =ATI.T-3

EUROPE
ono Way
CHARTER JET FLIGHTS
PARIS TO SAN FRANCISCO
August 0 a August II, Mb
SAN FRANCISCO TO PARIS
August 21, 1946
A limited number sal spaces is available for faculty, staff and sladents of It,.
California Stat Colleges
FARE $225 ONE WAY
For information:
Off in of International Programs
Ms California Stat. Console
1600 Hoilosvev Avenue
San Francisco, California 94132
Notc These are not round-trip flights to EureDO.
U442,04ZialaalialakU

FREE WITH THIS COUPON
1 PAIR PANTS, CAPRI, or PLAIN SKIRT CLEANED
With any dry cleaning order
Coupon must accompany order

CLEANING CENTER
266

East

Santa Clara (next to Lucky Market) 287-0933

ivnini.rvr-vnii, or-w vi

’1,i’N,(sior 6/.)0( v./
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Bell System
interviewing
on campus
March
20 & 21
REPRESENTING:
PACIFIC TELEPHONE
WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY
SANDIA CORPORATION
BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES
AT&T. LONG LINES AND
OPERATING COMPANIES THROUGHOUT
THE UNITED STATES
Equal Opportunity Employers

Ati the dirndl

(,-

IR)

Greg Shepherd, the Spartan’s
No. 1 player, remains a doubtful
starter. Shephard was hit by the
flu, eliminating him from the
Northern California Intercollegiate
Tennis Championships at Stanford
last week.

WHILE THEY LIST...
1

Sunken Diamond.
The Spartans jumped off to a
2-0 lead in the first inning, getting
a bases -loaded sacrifice fly from
Fred Luke and a single by Charlie
Nave for the runs.
SJS held the lead until the
bottom of the fourth when the
Indians pushed over five runs to
put the ball game away. The
Spartans committed their only
error in the fourth, but it was a
crucial one by starter and loser
Rod Christiansen,
The Spartans next face the Cal
State nine at Hayward Pioneers
Tuesday on Spartan Field in a 3
p.m. clash.

Rids & Bill

Thurs. & Sun.
Brown & Sheldon

2

This is what faces coach Stan
Morrison and his freshmen basketball team tonight when they play
the University of California freshmen at 6 in Spartan gym.
The crux of Morr:ison’s problem
seems to lie in stopping Cal’s outstanding 6-4 forward Jackie Ridgle.
Ricigle is averaging 31.4 a game,
scoring 81 points in his last two
starts.

Tonight’s game between the
Spartans and Loyola will be
broadcast on KSJS.F51 (90.7:
with Hal Harney at milreskie.
The program begins at 7:50
p.m.
points in the 111..1 half and :13
in the game. At halftime, he was
the only Lion with more than one
field goal,
"Their whole attack is centered
on Adelman," said eoach Dan
Gfines. "They play a spread -court
offense and if we double team him,
they pass off to their other guard
Al Schanhaar.
"They are the best defensive
team in the conference." Clines
said. "They’re not the most powerful but they are certainly the
quickest. They take you out of
your motion."
Loyola is in the top five in the
nation in freethrow percentage,
an area which has hurt the Spartans this season.
All five of the Lion starters
seniors. Besides Adelman, there is
6-9 center Paul Deyden, 6-5 forward Dick Zembal, 6-5 forward
Dick Sebek, and 6-2 Schanhaar.
Glines plans to start Tim Holman and Steve McKean at guards,
Dick Groves and Coby Dietrick at
forwards, and Bob Scott at center.
Groves, one of the most improved
performers
in
recent
games. is averaging 13 points and
seven lehounds per contest.
_

rebrusuy 29, 1999

What do you aisr against us basketball team that has rolled to 14
straight victories. is averaging 99.5
points a game, has five players
averaging in double figures and
has two high school All-Americans?

Spartans on Air

T & R

111111111t

Frosh Cagers
In Stiff Test
Against Cal

Thursday,

OVER 250,000 CANDIDATES
HAVE SUCCEEDED WITH ARCO
How to Pass High on the

Graduate Record Examination
Aptitude Test
41/ pages
... without peer, the finest
cotton corduroy obtainable.
Tailored to Vaughn specifications with authentic
natural shoulder detailing
...patch-Hap lower pockets, wide lapped seams and
deep back vent. Available
In shorts, regulars, longs
and extra longs. Colors:
tobacco and golden tan.
Made to retail at $19.50,
VAUGHN
DISCOUNT PRICE $3218
RANA ISIS II CARDS WILLOW
511 MFRCHANDis,
.0. DISCOUNT ON

3MIGIIfl
AT SATHER GATE
tleiveaserv Men’s Snore

e1

on

44:8’7446.

All boo= have complete sample tests
with answers
1.11. ADVANCED TESTS ($3.95 each)
History
op Buoinsst
Werner,
E
Chemistry
Mathematics
o
El Economics
0 Mask
El Education
E Philosophy
ID Engineering (1 95) 0 physical Ed,
D French
E Physics
Psychology
o Geography
Sociology
O
[-) spatial
epl’iGovernmentlY
Et Graduate Record Exam (4.001
1:1 Medical College Admission 14.001
Law School Admission Test (4.001
Dental Aptitude hits 14.001
Li miner Analogies (4.00l
C] Graduate Business Admission 14.001
E National Teacher’s Exam 1400)
ri Officer Candidate Tests (4 00)
Prof. Engineer Exam-Chemkal (500)
Prof. Engineer Exam -Mechanical (SOO)

gender in separates
for spring. The
dirndle skirt in
embossed cotton
with giant polka
dots, black and
white, sizes 6-14.
The body shirt with
ruffle trim ill
white, sizes 30-36.

$6.98
Each

L]

n

121
Sill ill El hi Hill
ST It F,F.T

Fashion shows its

AT YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
or send remittance to

ARCO PUBLISHING CO.,
212 Park Ave. South, New York 10003

Vom
* Downtown 96

South First

* Westgate Shipping Center

2
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Spartaguide
TODAY
Inter Varsity Christian Fellow- I Wley
ship, 12:30 p.m,
Auditorium. Michael Grit t kilts, author will speak on "Lord of All."
Discussion with International Students to follow at 3:30 p.m. in HE5
on "Christianity, International or
Western?"
Spartacamp, 7:30 p.m., Faculty
cafeteria. Counselors please attend.
Spartan Chinese Club, 8 p.m.,
Faculty cafeteria. Interested students welcome. Refieslunents will
be served.
Young Democrats, 3:30 p.m. M160. John Vaseoncellos (D-San
Jose) will speak.
French Club, 7 p.m., Bldg. N, 2A
and 211. First meeting.
Phrateres International, 6 to 7
p.m., HC1. Introductory tea for
all prospective members. Dressy
sport.
HOMO E1‘01101111e% Club, 7 p.m.,
E132.
FRIDAY
International Students* Organization, 3:30 p.m., Faculty cafeteria.
Signups for IBM tour, ratification
of constitution, Balkan dancing.

Christ Might Have Been ’Man of the Week,’
Says Christian Fellowship Speaker Griffiths
of Griffiths’ talk. The President
a of the IVCF, Bob Martin, introduced the program.
glutton, a party -goer, and wineGriffiths said that Christ called
lover. Christ could have qualified
By TIM GARCIA

The pharisees called Christ

as "the Times man of the week,"
said author Michael C. Griffiths
Tuesday before a small audience in
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
The talk was the first of a
three-day series sponsored by Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
(IVCF). Griffiths will speak today in Morris Dailey at 12:30
p.m.
He was preceded by Janice Willard, who sang a Christian folksong, "The Lord of Dance." The
title of the song was the theme
- -

Leadership
Individuality

&IS Ski Club, Ski hip to Squaw
Valley on Mar. 1, 2, 3. Signups at
Students Affairs Business Office.
leave 6 p.m. Friday, return Sunday.
Alpha Kappa Delta 1Sociology
1:30 p.m., .
Honor Fraternity),
JC141.
Rev.
Larry
Biggs of
Huckleberry House in Haight -Ash bury will be the guest speaker.
All students and faculty are welcome.
Persian Students’ Association.
330 p.m.. Cafeteria A and 13. Lecture: Reform vs. Revolution.
Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship, 7:30 p.m., 137 N. Fifth St.,
Dr. Hasid Hubbard, president of
Fuller Seminary, will speak on
"What does it mean to be truly
human?" Discussion and refreshments to follow.
Muslim Students’ Association,
12:30 p.m., ED107. Prayer meeting.
SATURDAY

Learn more about this unique
fraternity by iiting us at
298 So. 12th St. or call 297-9996

A GOOD OFFER IS
WORTH REPEATING!

Once Attain!!
3phi/tar-Salu min !I -Sunday

Nlarch 1, 2, 3

7

Henry’s Hamburgers
"315 S. Mill Street, San jos(’

Isn’t It?

NOW AT MUSIC BOX

THREE
GREAT NEW
RELEASES
FROM
CAPITOL RECORDS

SUNDAY

Muslim Students’ Association.
2 p.m., E1)210. Quranic studies.

Economics Major
Is Chief Justice

eounril iso

100% pure beef 411
hamburgers for ar

Confusing,

1:34)
Interim tiona I,
Phrateres
between Men’s and Women’s
gyms. Playday with ice cream
social.

ii‘WiS Sol iske, 211-year. 1.1
economic major has been :r1,1.ointed
Chief Justice of the ASH Judiciary.
Student Council marle the appointment Wednesday.
Soliske has been servini4 on the
Judiciary as associate
He
replaces Margo Richmond who resigned recently since she is no
Ionizer a student.
re -a pporn ted
rry Lundbc,
!Intim journalism
lustier
major as asso,

Scholarship
Brotherhood

BOBBIE GENTRY
THE DELTA SWEETE"
tier new album! The
Delta

girl

"Ode

to

Riser

Bottom

who

The Spartan Daily does not knowingly ’61 MGA COUPE. Dark green. Eng. just
accept advertising from advertisers who rebuilt. Very good cond. $950. 286-8442.
practice discrimination on the basis of FOR SALE: ’65 tel Aire, Metallic blue
race, color, creed or national origin.
hrdtop. 283 stn. trans. Rad., het., pow.
steering. 51400/offer. Call 292-5868
tI
ANNOUNCEMENTS
after 7 p.m. wkdays.
’63 DART GT 225. Exc. cond. $7251
POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. In- offer. Brian Silk, 294-6019.
clude stamped envelope, Idiewild Pub,shing Company, 543 Frederick, San ’65 TRIUMPH 660. Exc. cond. $750,
phone between 4.6 p.m. 297-5739, ask
Pranctsco,
for Rich.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86. per ’51 STUDEBAKER. Excel.
cond. $135.
year for married, good students. Also 356-2962.
excellent savings for single men over
’66 VW, Black int.. Porsche rims. Ed.
21. Call George Campbell 244.9600.
cond. Trade for Triumph TR4, ’64 or
’68 EASTER WEEK-HAWAII-9 DAYS 65. G. S. Lee, 294-2927.
Apr. 6-14. $259 includes Pan Am jet,
meals & champagne en route. Waikiki 1963 OLDSMOBILE - 4 dr. - hrdtop.
Hotel, Lei greeting, transfers and sight- Full power. Factory air. One owner. Very
seeing. Call Barbara Kyne, group leader, clean. Phone 264.1130.
’61 KARMAN GHIA 2 dr. Exl. cond.
294-2916 after 5, or 293-1033.
FARRELL’S AUTHENTIC ENGLISH Fish 30rn/gal. $749/offer. Call Bill 297,7035.
from
4-9
’66 HONDA 305. Good cond, low mileshop
is
now
open
’n Chips
age. Call Pete Drees, 297-9713.
P.M. daily at 11th St. & San Carlos.
COME FLY WITH US! Fly new Cessna
FOR SALE 131
on
staff.
New
150. $8/hr. FAA Examiner
private ground school starting Feb. 20th.
Bring ad & take your 1st intro, ride GREAT BOOKS of the Western World,
for 55. SKYROVERS of San Jose, 1101 Like new. Bookcase, Atlas, 2 yearbooks
Airport Blvd. 295-8786. General Avia- & introductory
books. 5275. Eves. 1386
tion Terminal bid. Ask for Bill Brodie.
Main St. S. C.
COURSE ON TOUR1 Travel in Europe VA X 31/4 PRESS
CAMERA, all eccesfor 6 wks. as you study comparative sories. 3 lenses, 30
ft. back, for Robot
education. 41 nights in Europe. 9 coun Royal. Konica Auto
Reflex, wide angle,
tries to explore. 6 semester graduate telephoto.
286-8510.
units. Sponsored by San Jose State College. Summer Session: June 29 -Aug. 10. 10 SPEED PUGEOT racer. Good cond.
Write Dr. Sidney W. Tiedt, School of $30. Call 293,8126.
Education, San Jose or call Summer MUST SELL SKIS, 200 cm, made in Austria. Nevada Releases. $50/best offer.
Sessions Office (294.6414).
EARN YOUR WAY to Europe. Campus 292-6378.
rep. for N. S. A. TOURS needed. Com- GIBSON SJN STEEL string guitar. Beau.
mission available. Contact immediately. 4 was, old. Must sell. Paid $255 sell
Cathy Glynn N. S. A. 1355 Westwood for $175. Barry 295.8215.
Blvd. L. A, 90024.
HICKEY SURFBOARD (San Francisco)
INCOME TAX preparation. 1040A’s 9’ 10". Very fast & maneuverable
Will
$2.50.1040’s $7 up. Training & exp. trade for Porsche or reasonable sum
through IRS employment. Call 264-1223 of money. Call Larry, eves. 286.9017.
or 225-5307.
HEAD MASTERS SKIS. 195 cm,, with
REAL ESTATE MAJOR. I will help you Marker bindings, good shape, $75, Call
attain your license so that you can 295-7553.
earn good income NOW. Office near STEREO. SCOTT LK-48 Amp, Benjamin
campus - Realtor is coll. grad. & prof. Miracord 10H changer. AR,4X speakers,
appraiser. TRIAD 123 E. William.
Koss PRO -4 stereophones. $250, call
PIERCED & NON-PIERCED earrings John at 287-1869 after 7 p.m.
made to order. Evelyn’s costume jewelry. CUSTOM II a 14 photo of Peter, Paul.
40 S. 1st St.
& Mary at Civic. $6 Mtd, See Photo
SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $359. June 18 - Editor M -F Spartan Daily Lab.
Sept. 7. Jet non-stop S.F.-Amsterdam ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN guitar, case, &
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group amp. $150 ITALIAN accordion, 120
leader. 356-8127 after 5 p.m. Wash- base, 7 switch. St 50. 251-6686.
burn Hall. 385 S. 8th.
MUSIC FESTIVAL CIVIC Aud. Mar. 3.
HELP WANTED 141
2 p.m. 6 bands. Tickets $2 at both
Sherman Clays & SJ Boxoffice.
WANTED: VOLUNTEER help in nearby
BLACK GRADUATE STUDENTS! Apply Girl Scout troops. Call Mrs. Moore,
your education skills where they are 867.4287,
needed most. Teach at a Black college GIRL WANTED to cook for 6 senior
in the South. Grads with M. A’s are men. Dinner only MFri. Call 286-4770
urgently needed for academic year & or stop by 612 S. 12th St.
summer teaching positions. The Southern
Education Program, a non-profit organ.
serving 94 black colleges, can place you
quickly and free of charge. Write SEP,
8591/2 Hunter St. N. W., Atlanta, Georgia 30314. Or, if your interests are in
planning P. admin - rnnsider an intern.
,n Southern rdtn-ali6n Send brief

made

1501 ’sib Si
C 20036,

Band,"

Pendulum,"

songs.

Jim’s Barbershop

LOU RAWLS
"FEELIN’ GOOD"
I.ou’s soulful renditions
of ’Evil Woman," "The
Letter," "My Son," and
more!

AL MARTINO
"THIS IS AL MARTINO"
1,1 S.nr ego., I

Martino

Magic

beautiful

love

sings
ballads:

"IF Ever I Would Lease
You, "Never My Luse,"

Men’s
Haircutting
Razor Cutting
Hair
Straightening
Jim’s offers you custom
beard trims done by registered hairstylists.

and others.

DANCE INSTRUCTORS - Young men
& women to train for S. J.’s largest
dance studio. Must be personable &
talented. Top salary. No exp. needed.
21 yrs. old. Train free 6,10 p.m. M -Fri.
Call Mr. Gideon 286-6040.
MALE RESEARCH subjects 21-30 yrs.
wanted. Long-term bed rest. Approved
class 1-0 selective alternative. Details:
Box 96, U.S.P.H.S. Hospital, San Francisco 94118.
APARTMENT MANAGER. Married student only. Apply 123 E. William 9.1. No
phone calls please.
WANTED: HASHERS. Apply Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 194 S. 11th 295-9898.
PUBLISHER OF Who’s Who in Journalism wishes to contact advanced students as associates with means to help
edit new edition. Rapid advancement
& remuneration. Learn & earn unique
opportunity. Write or phone Pastor
Ask. Gilroy, Cal. 842-4356.
NEEDED, CLEAN-CUT college men.
$1.75/hr. -I- commission. Aft. & eves.
Call Patrick Nourot. 295-0912 after
h

WAITERS OVER 21 for new steak house
opening in Santa Clara. 326.2320. Ask
for Mike Clark or Mike McClellan,
HOUSING IS)
I GIRL ROOMMATE needed to share
4 girl apt. $37.50, mo. Across from
camp. 415 S. 5th. #10 298-1164.
1-3 GIRLS NEEDED. 2 bdr. apt. Call
after 1 1 p.m. 297-9324. Kathie 348 S.
Ilth #4,
HALLS OF IVY residence for women.
Call 297.1814.
GIRL SR. OR GRAD. to share house
with 5 others. I blk. frm. campus. 545/
mo. 293-5096.
FOR SALE BY OWNER near campus.
4 bdrm. Spanish style home. Fully
draped. Wall.wall carpet in every rm.
except liv. rm. 3 complete bathrms. A
downstairs bedrrn, suitable for rental
with outscl. entrance. Service porch,
washrrn., breakfast nook. Formal dining
rm. Master bedrm. with 2 closets & 2
dressing rms. 2 -car oversized garage.
Full size basement, formal patio. Shown
by appointment. Nicely landscaped. Inquire. Phone 293-4724.
1 MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED: 2 bdr.
apt. $45/rno. Call 292-3977 after 5 p.m.
NEWLY FURN. I & 2 Bdrm. apts. 11th
St. Call 269-9649.
DELIGHTFUL APT, needs a girl. 2
bdrrns 2 bthrrns, I shzdyrm. 529 S. 10th
#6. 298-3494.
MALE GRAD. STUD. to share 2 bdrm,
furn. house in Campbell. Free access to
nearby swimming pool & rec. fac. $90/
mo. Call 377-9240.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
house with 4 others. $40/mo. 294.8352.

NOW ONLY

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share. luxurious 2 bdrm, apt. at Royal
Lanai. Call 251-8423 after 4 p.m.
NEED 1 MALE ROOMMATE: Private
rm., cluse to school. 293-6552.
FOR RENT: MEN - Rooms $27.50/mo.
1/2 block frm. college. 426 S. 7th.
NEAT MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED:
$43.33’mc. Pref, upper div. 385 E. William. Joe or Larry. After 5 p.m. Apt.
#22.
RM. & BRD. avail, for fem. student.
Located on 5th & San Fernando. Call
Terri at 742-6274 frm. 1.3 p.m.
3 LRGE. RMS. FURN. $135,’mo. All util.
included. Girls or couple. 595 S. 9th
St. Call 259.1547. Avail. after Mar. 15th.
HOUSING NEEDED: Prefer own room.
About $50, & liberal rmmates. Stephen
295-6869, or 293-1258.
LOST AND FOUNC
LOST: BOXER PUP. 12th & San Carlos
Sat. night 2/17. 286-2934, Mike. Reward.
FOUND: 222 9th St Black puppy with
white paws. Phone 294-9992.
PERSONALS 111
SPARTA CAMP TICKETS on sale, Mar.
1.7 in front of Spartan Book Store &
caf.
SERVICES (81
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Esche’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contrect.
Call 251-2598.
EXPERIENCED THESIS fYPING. Heetric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations. Marianne Tamberg, 1924 Harris
Ave. Call 371-0395 San Jose.
GUARANTEED TYPING FAST, accurate.
prompt, will edit. near San Jose State.
Mrs. Aslanian, 298-4104.
TYPING - THESIS, term papers, etc.,
experienced and fast. Phone 269-8674.
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY - Phase
968,0944 anytime. Jim Koski,
CHILD CARE. Infants & up in my horn..
E. William St. 298-1355.
TYPING DONE, also spelling, punch.
corrected. Experienced. 40c/pq. Cell
251-6554. If no answer, 292-2346.
TRANSPORTATION 191
WANTED: RIDE FROM Berkeley. MWF
for the Spring semester. Will share expenses. All, Box 587, Berkeley or 8411163. Rm. S.
RIDES DESPERATELY NEEDED from
Palo Alto area for evening classes. MW
5:30-9:00 and Th 7:00.9:45 classes. Call
Jane 323.5326. Will pay.

To Place
an ad:
Call at:

W Washington,

Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30
Send

PER RECORD
REG 4.11

MUSIC BOX

98 SOUTH THIRD ST.

2
4
5
6

One day

Two days

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

Units
1.50
Kinn 3.60
I iTnis- 2.50
linos 3.00

Add this
amount for
each addi
tional line

.50

.50

Enclose cash or check. Make

Classifieds.

Phone 294-6414. Ext. 2465
DID YOu EVER GET A DUMB STLJPENr MTH
SuCH A
PLEASANT PERSONALITY THAT YOU COULDN’T FIRING
YOURSELF TO FLUNK ’EM?’/
No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

Three days

Four days

nye days

-fff- --E.46- 3.50
2.75
2.90
3.00L25 3A0- 3.50
3.75
3.90
4.00
.50

.50

.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION

n

sgspgnesmenta (1)
O Automotive (2)
11 For Sale

(31

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
lost and Found (5)

n

in handy order blank.

check out to Spartan Daily

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines
One day

San Jose’s Largest Record Selections, Over 50,000 LP’s

Arr,-,;ron,-,nt ;(
3rd & San Fernando
(inside Mosher’s Ltd.)

h

’63 tEL AIRE. 2 dr hardtop V9 Pad.
Het. Exc. cond. $200 + small PYrat
After 6 p.m. Call Bill. 741-5389.
’66 VW 1300 Sunroof. Exc. cond. $1300
Call 286.5534 after 9:30 p.m. wkdays.
& all Sunday.
FOR SALE: $100 - Ford 1956 Sta.
wagon. 1317 Carlson Way. San Jose.
Call 266-9299,
’65 GTO 335 HP 4.spd. Positraction.
30,000 Miles, one owner. Excel. Cond.
Best offer. 293.8126.
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 Delux. ’60. New
trans., clutch, tires. excel. cond. 43.000
mi. $1195 295-8194.
’62 OLDSMOBILE CONY. Clean, excel,
mrichanicel shape. Must sell. 293-9972.
Ask inr Rick Fiset.
’54 CHEVY. Good operating cond. $100
Call Emile, 286-6795. 12.5 p.m. M -Fri.
only.
63 CORVA1R MONZA. New trans. &
difrnl, Red., het., 4-spd. Must sell. 2931608.
VW ’59 CAMPER, 1500 cc eng. & trans.
axel: Red., good tires, insulated. $975.
356.2757 after 2 p.m.

Feel good.. .LISTEN to

Hairstyling

"He could not have been bad,"
the speaker answered, "because
He went around performing
miracles such as healing the lame
and making the blind see." "If
you told your best friends that you
were God, they would not believe
you. Christ did this and they believed Him."

AUTOMOTIVE 121

and other Down Home

293-2747

students
university
throughout
Great Britain and 10 years in
Japan, primarily with Tokyo students. He is a graduate of Cambridge University in zoology.
"Who is this Jesus Christ who
calls us to dance," asked Griffiths.
"Was he a good man, a bad man, a
madman, or God?"

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Billie Joe"
famous sings: "Okolona
"Penduli

lor in 1865. He has written "Consistent Christianity," and "Take
My Life."
There is much historical proof
of the existence of God, he said.
Many great men have proved that
Christ was God.
The British author spent three
years on the IVCF staff visiting

Spartan Daily Classifieds

V405,0.30,1

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity stresses:

Spartan Oriocci, 8 p.m. to I a.m.,
Women’s gym, Fun night from 8
p.m. followed by a (lance with
Soundcasteis band from 10 p.m.
Intercultural Steering Committee, 5 p.m., Cafeteria A. Refreshments will be served.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

himself the man who calls people
to joyous dance. Christ is a new
wine in new bottles. He came into
the world as a ransom for sinners, he said.
Griffiths is a general director
designate of Overseas Missionary
Fellowship, founded as the China
Inland Mission by J. Hudson Tay-

fl Personals in
0 Services (8)
F1 Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed W $

City

Days

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
$AN 1031 STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

